
Lift Table with New Concrete Apron and Bollards
Local Grocery Store

Customer
Success Story

Hagersville, ON

The existing lift table had reached the end of its life cycle and required a replacement at 
this grocery store in Hagersville.

In addition to needing a new lift table, there was severe damage to the exterior bollards 
and concrete apron. As a result, there was a significant risk of further damage to the 
building structure. This was due to the improper slope on the existing apron, which was 
allowing water to infiltrate into the building and pit during loading activities.

The new Nordock DL78-8 lift table will provide the store with a safe and reliable means 
to offload grocery shipments long into the future. For this small-town grocer, consistent 
performance and elimination of downtime are extremely important. As any downtime 
means that they will be unable to offload trailers, which prevents re-stocking of the store.

Furthermore, the new bollards will ensure trailers are kept at the ideal distance away from 
the building structure. As a result, they will prevent any further damage to the wall.

While the new concrete apron has been sloped out towards the exterior across the 
threshold of the overhead door opening. Therefore rain and snow will not flow into the 
loading area and into the pit. Thus eliminating the need to have to pump out water filling 
the pit and preventing damage to the new lift table.
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After

Extracted the existing bollards 
Installed new bollards 

Finished the new exterior 
concrete apron

Lift Table (DL Series)

 Improve safety  Workplace productivity  Operational efficiency

Bollard System
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Bent bollard with damage 
to building

Pit has 2" of water from 
improper slope on apron
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